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U(12) AND BROKER SU(6) SYMMETRY

1.

Starting with a spin -J quark model the most general algebraic

atruoture is the U(12) ring of matrices

If** T v . We wish to point out

that this U(12) structure can "be used to give a direot covariant
formulation of the SU(6) symmetry of G0R3EY, RADICATI and SAKITA ,
provided that for the physically realised multiplets one writes not
only the composite field operators "but also their conjugate momentum
operators as "independent" components within the same multipletT
motivation of our remark is as followst

a number of authors

The-

have

reoently suggested that the SU(6) symmetry of ref. 2 may be looked
upon as a non-covariant approximation to a symmetry W(6) = UT (6) z
U R (6) which itself is a straightforward generalisation of the
U L (2) x UL(2) symmetry associated with the homogeneous Lorentz group .
Starting with this, a number of examples of interaction Lagrangians
invariant for W(6) have been written down.
Now there are serious difficulties in elaboration of these
ideas.

First, the right and left split of the basic quark implies

that ra =• o and therefore W(6) must be badly broken.

Seoond, physical

particles correspond to representations of the inhomogeneous Lorentz
group, and since kinetic energy terms are not invariant for U T (6) x
U R (6) (in contrast to the Lorentz IL (2) x U (2) case) it has so far
been possible to develop theories of physical states at zero momenta
only.. A third difficulty is related to the seoondj

so long as there

is no analogue of the inhomogeneous Lorentz group struoture, it is
impossible to assign physical particles unambiguously to the multiplets
of W(6); thiis baryon octet and deoimet can belong equally to (56,1) +
(1,56) or to (6»?1) + (21,6).
For the 4-component Dirao equation, which inoludes the mass
term, the passage to the Inhomogeneous group is made in the well-known
fashion by extending the sub-algebras U L (2) x U R (2) (with six
generators CT1**) to the full Dirao algebra U(4).

This takes place

essentially beoause U(4) contains in addition to the Of**1', the four
(translation-like) matrices

y^a

with commutation rules

(i)

alloving one to write equations invariant for the inhomogdndous
group}

- m ) rty s. O
where

,YV ]

ux? *

Note in paaning that

.

ly^ y S W** s i / ^

/

(2)

so that the

first equation may "be written in the form

What we wish to emphasise is that there is a close analogy
between the group oompletion U L (2) x U R (2) +* U(4) and U L (6) x U R (6)
<H> U(12).
g.jfcv-pt

The generators for U L (6) x U R {6) are the 72 matrices
-|-1

^S-j-*^

In

addition to these U(l2) oontalns

another set of 72 matrioes.

with the typioal commutation rules (similar to (ljjt-

Defining a 72-component vector (P ,W )

onoe again one may write an

"(inhomogeneous)W(6)" invariant equation

[rA(?A + W 5 w A ) + M ^ 4 = o
Note that S [P A P A - l f V ] - 0
where

y-

C4)

and also g [ Vi^^ - •vr'Hj'^3 " °

V^°, wl*>» W^ .

It is worth stressing too that the Lagrang—
7
ian mass term remains invariant as well .
It is perfectly possible now to write a oovariant U.(6) x U B (6)

S-matrix formalism, using the U(l2) algebra in complete analogy

with

a Lorentz oovartant formalism for spin -^ partioles whioh utilises the
U(4) algebra.

The ohief problem is the passage to the physical limit
8
A
of suoh S-matric elements, the physioal limit being defined as P —>
|>'*', all other oomponenta of P and ¥ vanishing.

This last step will

naturally break the U L (6) x U R (6) symmetry in a well-defined and
datertninat* mannar Itaving m formaliam whioh is fully Lorenta oo-
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variant. The symmetry breaking is well defined in the sense that we
know preoisely the transformation properties of the "broken veotor

j 2.

Consider now the problem of higher representations.

Starting

from a single Dirao field y " and a 4-oomponent spinor one generates
suooeBsively higher multiplets and their algebras by taking outer
produots

9

The first concrete example of this is the 4x4 representation of
DUFFIN and KEMMER 10 with the associated algebra

f h =i(Y r y ' +

' X V*

This gives rise in the well-known manner to particles of spin one
(10 components) and spin zero (5 components) within one raultiplet.
The cruoial point is not that this is obviously the "natural" formalism for extension to U(6) ideas in that it combines zero spin and
spin one; it is more , for by imposing the requirement that the field
quantity satisfies a linear equation, Kemmer could show that the spin
one field is composed of the potential A ^
tensor

'

F P

as well as the field

. Likewise the spin zero part consists of 4

aa its conjugate momentum
is 16 - 1 0 ® 5 S* 1.

as

well

^u4* • Altogether the spin decomposition

(The'l';does not oorreapon&~to-any—dynamioal"

situation and is called the trivial representation of the algebra.)
The next algebra is generated by the matrioes

the reduoible representations desoribing particles of spins •J and % •
In a future paper this decomposition will be exhibited in detail)
like for the case of the &-algebra, both;field operators as well as
their conjugate momenta ooour together in the description of a
physioal ey3tem.
The extension of the above to inolude unitary spin (passage from
U(4) to U(12)) presents no essential complications though the formalism
gets tedious aa is well known from past experience of calculations
involving for example &-formalism for mesons.

But the compensations

are two«foldj first the ambiguities of U.(6) x U R (6) assignments for
the same phy.'sioal multiplet arc avoided
them all in a specifio manner.

j th« formalism inoorpor*t«a

Seoond, using the methods of t1 a

-4"broken but oovariant 3U(6) formalism oan readily be oonstruoted. In
praotioe einoe one is hardly ever going to work out the dynamios of
particles of spins ^ 3/2} we hope one oan set up the neoessary formal
maohinery once and for all. This will "be treated elsewhere.

Our thanks are due to Dr. M. A. Eashid for numerous helpful
suggest ions.
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We realise that the preoise meaning of the Hilbert spaoe oper-

ators (?A and 'Vw(with eigenvalues P

and w ) is, to say the least,

obsoure. It is interesting nonetheless to observe that the W
oocurring in eq. (4-) could be identified with the generalised PauliLubanski-Bargmann spin,operators if one relates (in oomplete analogy
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with the oaae of the normal Dirao equation (eq. (3)) w

and P "by

the implioit equation

VA(p) -constant X i TV; [ P > / ^ C?* • W

S

W*)}

For the physical limit P -* b , eq. (5) solves to give

Clearly, J*1*W^^JJ)- 0 for all i , and when i - o, ¥»**(>)
is just the normal spin pseudovector.
ators ¥***(!>)
3).

and T

More generally the 36 oper-

generate the little group h{

(or Utf(6) of ref.

We have thus demonstrated that the solutions of the free equation

[P A (.P A + W 5 W A ) -*-*Q'\}' ' 0

in what we have called the phys-

ioal limit P -* \* oan "be labelled "by the eigenvalues of
and T 1 ,
r

of W

r

Note that
- vw

w

constant now implies with this interpretation

the relatiomL^

» constant + j(j+l)

9.
P. J. BELINFAHTE, H. A. KRAMERS, J. K. LUBAWSKI, Physica 8,,
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10.
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11.

For a Lie-group gauge theory F I'**' would correspond to the

"generalised" conjugate momentum. For a Yang-Mills type of theory
for example F^" 12.

3** A v - dVA>*

+

2 A^ x ^

.

N. KEMMER, Helv. Phys. Acta, J23_, 829 (i960), has stressed that

"both types of quantities Al*" as well as F ^

are completely on par

so far as dynamics is concerned and neither of the quantities is in
any sense more "fundamental" than the other.
13.

A detailed worked-out example of a slightly modified version

of the above is the
See HARISH-CHANDRA,
describes also spin
£ particle is given

algebra generated by the matrioes o(**» Y**x* + Y * *
Proa. Roy, Soo. 122, 195 (1947)« Tbl» theory
•} and 4 particles. The desoription of the spin
essentially by the derivative of a spinor
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rather than "by a fundamental epinor

14. Note 12 x 12 - 143 €)1 - 9 x 10 + 8 i 5 + 5(b*«ing the <?
nine t r i v i a l components]. Also,
12 x 12 x 12 - 220© 2 (572)© 364, xherethe UL(6) x UR(6)
content of the multiplet is as follows,
220 - (20,1) + (15,6) + (6,15) + (1,20)
572 * (70,1) + (21,6) + (15,6) + (6,15) + (6,21) + (1,70)
364 - (56,1) + (21,6) + (6,21) + (1,56)

